Application Note 2022
Example Application of
Concealed Floor-Mounted Indoor Unit
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Introduction
This Application Note describes an application that would be typical for a CITY MULTI,
concealed floor-mounted indoor unit. The model number for the indoor unit this
Application Note refers to is: PFFY-P**NRMU-E.
The intent of this document is to show the typical design process that should be
undertaken by the engineer of record when applying a concealed PFFY indoor unit
product. The design process may vary based on several factors relating to job
conditions, requirements, and duct accessories chosen by the engineer of record.
Therefore, this Application Note is not all inclusive. This application note covers:
1. Ducting and Grille considerations
2. Example Component Selection
3. Ventilation considerations

Ducting and Grille Considerations
The PFFY concealed units are not suitable for long, extended duct runs with multiple
branch duct paths. In fact, the published external static pressure (ESP) on these units is
0 in W.G. Therefore, designers apply external components like ductwork and grilles at
their own risk.
Ductwork should match the size of the unit connection. Ductwork should have a
maximum of one elbow (sweeping preferred) that connects to the designer’s selected
supply grille.
Total supply grille and return grille openings should have a free area equal to or greater
than the opening size on the PFFY units or such that the total external pressure drop is
no more than 0.1 in. W.G.
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Example Component Selection
The following pages provide an example of accessory selection and pressure drop
calculations. These procedures should be completed by the engineer of record to
ensure the design for the PFFY unit will yield adequate published airflow.
A) Example Supply Grille Selection
B) Example Return Grille Selection
C) Example Pressure Drop Calculation

Figure 1 – Example PFFY-P24 (500 CFM) Concealed Installation
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Example Supply Grille Selection
A double deflection supply grille is selected 1 with ¾ inch blade spacing. By reviewing
the manufacturer data (next page) the supply grille total pressure drop is between 0.028
and 0.042 In. W.G. with deflection angles set between 22-45 deg angles.

Images shown in this example are sourced from Price Industries’ Grilles & Registers catalog. Inclusion in this Application note
does not imply preference to this manufacturer; any grille & register manufacturer can be used.

1
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Example Return Grille Selection
A single fixed 45° deflection return grille is selected with ¾” blade spacing. In reviewing
the manufacturer’s data, the return grille negative pressure drop is around 0.044 In.
W.G.
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Example Pressure Drop Calculation
The engineer of record should complete a pressure drop calculation similar to the one
shown below to ensure the total external static drop will no more than 0.10 in. W.G.
As a result of our selections in the previous examples, total external static pressure drop
is 0.09 in. W.G.

Incorporating Ventilation Air:
Floor mounted indoor units are not equipped with ventilation connections like some of
the other CITY MULTI indoor units. Some fresh air can still be incorporated via a
separate ventilation fan forced system such as a dedicated outdoor air system (DOAS).
Ventilation amount should be kept below 15-20% of the total airflow for the indoor unit.
Due to the minimal static pressure capabilities of PFFY units, provisions must be made
to properly design the ventilation ductwork system to allow for proper balance and
ensure design ventilation can be provided.
The below example (Figure 2) illustrates one such method that could be employed
using a DOAS to serve balanced fan forced tempered fresh air into the return area
space behind the furred out wall enclosure.
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Figure 2 – Example Fresh Air Delivery

Other field methods may be employed by the designer such as elevating units on field
erected pedestal bases and introducing ventilation air from brick vents/louvers on
outside walls; however, it is imperative that the designer of record ensures adequate
balancing capability and performs pressure drop analysis as previously stated to ensure
the correct amount of ventilation air can truly be delivered and correctly balanced in the
field.
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